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1

She purpose of this paper is to outline a set of 4principles to guide research

1

on the early education of Hawaiian children.° TWO assumptions are made fn setting
. '

forth these principles. First, we assume that educational problems are extremely

complex, hence more. susceptible to solution if.a concentrated and coordinated

program of researchls conducted, instead.' of a scatteri ofasolated*.studies.

SeCOnd, we assume that tte.purpose of :such comprehensive research efforts is to

Contribute to the development of effective educational programs. Although our

remarks have a specific focus, we see' no reason why'these principles would' not

also apply to .educational research programs with other populations Of Pacific and

Asian American children.

An eff!ctive educatiOnal program for Hawaiian children would be what-Thar_

and Gallimore .(1979) term a "climax program," or combination. of program eleMents

which PrOduces a desired social.oUtcome. Fbr example, the climax program might to

a preschool curriculuM, for Hawaiian children from ages. 3 to 5, which achieves

specified cognitive andaffective. goals. Of course, the outcomes targeted ty the

prograk should be .those that-members of-the Hawaiian community, and not Just

social planners, view as -important. As an example, school success is seen as

important not only by planners but byllawatiwparents as well (Alu.Like, Note 1).

Assuming clarity. of purpose, how should research efforts be :structured. to

contribute to development of.the climax program?

We will argue that research programs on the early education of Hawaiian

children should be guided by the following princiPlel: probleM-orientatiOn, 2)

eclecticism 3) comprehensiveness4) teacher-research, collaboration, and 5) con

tinued inquiry: Each principle, and its particular. relevance to :research is this
- . .

area,.will be discussed in the context of the develOpment of.a successful primary

grade reading curriculum at the Kamehameha Early Education. program (or KEEP; for
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4- . .,. ..%
an oV rview of test results and research related tothe:reading gdiviculum,,See.,

.

,

Thar Note 2).

.
Our Orientation' toward principlts, ratherthan. areas of researchis:

'V
it:oerate.. AcCordingto Tharp and Gallimore, the climax program cannot be .known in

advance. Thus, although reasonable guesses can be made" about areas of research

further. its- development,' the 43rocess of .makicig...bettei,:, guesses, is

probably more important in the long run than the precise starting points denoted

by in4ial research areas. In our experience. with the early stages of edUCationat-:

research and-development, the selection of research areas is much more like

gambling than is usuallracknowledged. While required to mat educated guesses,

we should prepare to be proven wrong.

In the development of the KEEP reading prograth good.example of a promising

research area which failed- to meet expectation's was dialect interference!

Studies Were'designed to search out dialect interference'at the phonological,

morphological, syntactic and semantic levels (see Au,'Note 3, for an over ew)..

Results in general were negative;'Although'itseemedpotsible that there might be

some interference at the phonological level, As Tharp and Gallimore (1979)

relate, however, the existing KEEP reading curriculum and/or other claSsroom

conditions apparently corrected this problem, and no further intervention was

warranted. Overreliance on specific lines,..ofresearch to provide blues to program

improvement ban be hazardous,'and hedging one's bets is a necessary precaution.

Of course, specific lines have to be, followed,'. but we must be toady to abandon

them after a reasonable' effort has been Made.r:.As researchers we may not always.

have the luxury of being as thorough as 4e,linuld like, in the face.of program

development needs.



education of. Hawaiian c ldren-specifically,toward development of elements in the

Problem-orientation'

I

This Principle refers to the importance of, addressing research onthelearl

eseatch Principl

3

climax program: Each element, is related to4 particular echicationaLijroblem
9
or

t / .

need. For example, theACEEPreading curriculum was intended tOreverse the

.pattern of poor reading achievement eyfAdallY shown by HaWaiian children.

A
I

Problem-orientation may be contrasted withiScipline-Orientation, certainly th

norm in academic settings. The difference, we think, is one of amilitasiS;.the4two
.

positions are related, not diaMetrically ''opposed. I The' problem-oriented:

.researcher working with ount*Hawaiian children as his embjectisks, flioW

use the theoretical constructs and methods of my discipline:to,idenOtk potent
-

:program, elements?" In the 'same situation the discipline-oriented researcher

asks "How can I design studies to test the validity of,theoretical constructs"in
,

mysliscipline, using-acceptable methods, althdtgh my subjects are..yOungyawaliin 9
4

children?" The. difference lies in w4ther lines of inquiry are determined

primarily by the educational problem and needs or-the discgAinary Tierhpective

TheiorObleM/Orientei researcher-IS not deliberately &11.doretica];or ignor4lb i

of principles of sound design and procedure. He should 4 tact beSo well- versed

in the theory and method of his Cipline that he:can see the limits of their

:proper application: It is inevitable, given the compleXity of issues in the early

education of Hawaiian children, thatthe'-discipline-oriented researcher will be

forced to oversimplify problems, som,times in an arbitrary, manner, to make them

researchablewithinthe boundaries defined by existing constructs and method6.'

While there-is no guarantee that the problem-oriented researcher will succeed., he

Will be less inclihed to ignore perfAexities and dismiss anomalous inforMation,

and more prepared to extend, adapt

methods.

9

correct, or discard ex4sting'constructs and
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/,

'The principle Of problem-Orientation applies to both researchprograms and

4

to indiVidUal researchers:. In the desired situation_Sboth the overall research

program and the researchers:_respOnsible for Its different aspects are'problep-

oriented.' It seems,reasOnable to assume, however,' that the other possible cases

are much'more common:. first; Where he research program is ostensibly problem-
.

oriented nut the individual researc ees remain discipline- oriented;second, where

. .,

the research program is disciplfn -oriented but certain individual researchers

are problem-oriented; and third, where both are' discipline-oriented. We thiagrin,
v ,

,..

first case:often,occurs'when short -term funding becothesavailable for research on
, t

apaetic4ar problew, and thg time:allOtped is insufficient to allow reSkarchers.

to develop a problem orientation. The third case is certainly seen' in the
. . ,

academic departments of universities. andperhaps the second case

Three of the four external conditions Tharp and Gallimore (1979) itetify as
.

as well.

,necessary for development of the climax program are the following: 1)'Iongevity,
-',

2) stabilityorvalues and goals, and 3) stabil y of funding. ,These,ConditionS

make.it more likely'that,afproblem-oriented research program will infact:exist.

since such a-176gram Mustbe carried out by researchers who'hVe the

`zedurity to become problem- oriented In the absence of such security, rebearchers

will_ tend to remain discipline- iented, a safer course to career success:

Discipline-oriented researchers can still Contribute'to,a.probleniOriented

edUCAtional'research program., Our opinion, howeVerlis that the pignificance of

their6,:tbritiibutions to deve opment (A" the climax program can only be assessed from

a .problem- oriented rspect ve. Discipline-Oriented research may hintet

Vidual._pro6p7aM,elements, b the emerging outline of the climax program itself
. o

ver likelY will remglnljlid4en in the absence
0

Of Problem'orieniation.
iTs:
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Eclecticism-grows naturally from problem-orientation. Perhaps problem -

orientation leads to eclecticism. By eciecticitm. we mean the ability of

5

researchers both to drak upon a variety of theoretical, perspectives and method-,

ologies "within their Own disciplines; and to work,in an inter- or multldisci-
..

7
'plinary manner. 'Eclecticism requires a certain tolerance forte

appropriate to the study of .coMplex .educatiOnal problems. Both problem-
.,

orientation end eclecticism seem to be correlated with a stochastic as opposed to
I

ndo-positivist view pf educational research ,(Scriven, 1986). -1
- . .

The piecing together or the underttandingS necessary to develop the elemehts

in he KEEP' reading curriculum was an'entirely eclectic process. Even when the

initial stages-in ,the-evolution of an.elementwere guided by a single, disciplinary

perspective, subsequent refinement_(ofthe:eleMent itself or:Ofour understanding

of it) was'oftem proVided.by enother.' A prime example is seen in the Motivational.

elementofthe reading prograt (Tharp, -Note :1,. Note 5), Hawaiian children are

raised in a system of sibling caretaking and.are aOcustomed-to turnilg to other

:Children, and not adults, for help,. as anthropological studies indicate (e.g:,

,G411imord4 Boggs & Jordan, 1974). If ;the young HaWaiian child is, to profit from

:direct. teacher instruction, then, he must learnto orient to the adult.,teacher,

and to 'school tasks. The means of helping him do 'so, incorporated ab an element in

.

the. KEEP reading curriculum, arefOr the teacher tO create manyopportunitieifor,

4
him'tO be successful, and tospraisA e his appropriate behavior, These procedures

.

&43 consistent with social learning and behaviormanagementtheory. The effect is\
,

to increase acedemic.engaged time, an important Outcome in the eyeeof educational

psychologists who Conduct field-based correlational studies (e.g., Rosenshine &'

Berlin& 1978) . Thus the.evoiUtion of a:programelement,.iis refinement,' and Our
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understanding of its ,place in the climax prog will often he the result of an

eclectic,- multidisciplinary response to a specific set Of issues.
.

Another example of eclecticism is seen in the efforts to gain a more bomplete

picture of the daily experiences of children 'in the KEEP reading program (Au &

Jordan, Note 6). One part of the work addressed to the dynamics of the teacher-

'directedsMall group reading-AeSSons, attended to sociolinguistic variables

`
through.the. fine-grained analysis of videotape. The methods were those of micro-

.

, .

ethnography. The other part of the:work; focused on the children's experiences at
.

**.

learning centers where they completed, assignments without direct teacher, super-

vision; involved live observation and field notes. Diversity of methods and

(levels of cacernlyielded a mudhricher picture 0 the children's experiences than

would otherwise have been seen.

3: Comprehensiveness

By comprehensiveness we mean openness-to exploring the full range of issues.
n

ineVitablY, revealed cnce a problem-orientation is adopted,and which it sometimes

,becOmes possible to address syetematically because there is an eolectic attitude.

idhi the entire spectrum of isSiles Ctn never actually be explored, and new

perspectives and.methods take a great deal of time to work out, comprehensiveness.

should
(
.still 6e viewed as an.important operating principle in the design Of

.
. -

research programs in the early education-of Hawaiian children.

Because the nature of the climax progrtm cannot be predicted, a bent toward
. .

comprehensiveness will more likely ;lad to the identification of potential climax
D

'

elements. than apreference for the repeated, thorough in;.estigation of one or two'
4.

research treas. :Limitations of time, money, and personhel will obviously

influence the,extent to which comprehensiveness.is possible: We would certaily

,prefer knawa little about a few but have some confidence in those

findings, than know nothing about a lot of things because scant resources were too

.\\
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.widely disbursed. Still, the more different kinds of information available, the

.:better the chanCes of hitting..upon elements which survive evaluation to become

part of the climax. program.
.

Taking.a\ comprehensive approach allows us' to 'avoid, a common, pitfall in

efforts to deVelop educational progrns for minority children: the tendency to. . -

reaCet erroneous conclusions. beCause he data base. is far too restricted.' A'

telling example is the deficit pers ective assumed in the design of early

chi]4iood and other_ compensatory edue a\ pion programs of. the sixties and early
i. .

seven` es (for aeltique, see Baratz & Baratt, )970), These programs were aimed
.

at remediating what appeared tp be the c gnitive and linguistic deficits of poor

and minority children. They .stemmed in. p rt from,reSearch efforts which dig not ;*

explore' the possibility that these children had akille.and,Pgarning sti,engin not'

manifested in the limited circumstances in which their competence was assessed,c

Following the rin le of tomprehensiveness will lead us to stTd$:.many

different aspects of the b ofyoung Hawaiian children,,in a wide'variety,:of

settings. In development'of the KEEP reading program, Hawaiian children from ages

5 to:. 8, were studied both home and in school; in naturalistic, quasi-.

expeilMental and experimental settings; and in teacher-directed and. independent

.learning situati Data were gathered from video- and audiotapes, as well as

.live7 observation, Orough. field notes, surveys; coding of teacher and student

classroom behavior, experiments, and criteridn-referenced and standardized tests.

Both qualitative and 'quantitative data were obtained and analyzed according tod
proceduresaccefted in subdisciplines of psychology, education, anthropolOgy, and

linguistics.

An tepecia y important aspect.of comprehensiveness is that it forces usgto
, .

look for Hawaiian children's learning strengths, not just weaknesses. t4eaknessts
.

Are much more easily identified,41ecause many instruments with north developed for
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other populations are readily available. In addition, Hawaiian children learn

poorly iethe conventionally run classroom, and instances of their incOMpetenCe:in
ON

this setting,.are easily observed Boggs, 1972). Adopting the general

approach used by Coyle and Scribnet (1974), however, we should seek to adjust the

circumstances surrounding poor classroom task perfOtmance until the Parameters of

the task and their relationshiPs to .the child's existing cognitive processes and

'previOUS experiendeS are understood.. For example, successful teachers in the KEEP.

reading program were found to have adjusted the patterns of teacher-pupil inter-

action.in small group lessons:to resemble those intalk-st4ry, an'impOrtant speech

event in Hawaiian culture (Au & flordan,'Note 6; Au,.1980). In these talk-storY.'

like lessons the KEEP teachers seem able to draw upon'the children's

linguistic skills not displayed in conventional lessons,

4. Teacher-researcher collaboration

By teacher-researcher collaboration we

the' te4Cher serves as a colleague in the.

Or as 'an experimenter. If the point

Hawaiian children is to produce climaX

but a must. The obvious advantage of

t

cognitive and

refer-to those circumstances where

reSearch, not only:as the object of study

-of research on the early edudation.of

Programs, this; principle, is not a nicety

teacher- researcher collaboration is that

almost al; elements in the climax program must be those a

have MRdt influence over students ard the degree.t

actual]. implemented. This condition holds whether-or

eeable to teac s, who

which.pr -ments are.

of the elements-are under

.direct teachet control. For example, a .major component of the KEEP reading

program is a system. ,of criterion referenced testing.1..IdlthiSaystec.,°largely.
,

designed by teachers on the KEEP staff, aides supervised by reading specialists.

administer and score the .tests and record the results. Teachers .then have

accurate information aboUt their students' progress in meeting the various° obj4c-

tives in the reading curticuluM. When this component wad first introduced, some

V

Cs
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teaohers. did not refer their,Students for testing on a regdlar basis. However:,

. once '*.thq became aware o?, the usefulness of test 'resuyts in the diagnostic.-
,

presbripOleprocess, they promptly.referred students for testing..Had the:System'

'made less sense to teachers, it could eas4y haVetalIen into disdae agt invention
4

of another would probably have been required.

Researchers who :collaborate with teachers are generally seeking

accomplish one of two goals: to bring abdUt a.closer match between the questions

, .

viewed as important by classroom-teacher8 and their oWrfresearch:queations, or to

influence teachers to use.practices consistent-with research results.,., Both are

leAtimatelpals for the probl

. of the Climax program.

riented.reseaecher working. toward.iieveldpment

although teacher- researcher collaboraAo; is often advockted, any

unsolved problem in education is hOw the ga "etWeen researchers ankteachers, or_

between research and practice; can be bridged.. The barriers: are many. Teachers

often do not have much time to participate in"research, a distant second spriCern
; .

compared to the immediatedemands of the classroom. They may resent the ?.

intrusions of researehersiwho,appear ignorant of,the realities of classroom life.

Researchers,. too, may collaboration a chord: .
Communication on research

issues, usually cannot 1?1 in the specialized cvocabulary used -,WitIf'other

, \ ,

researchers, and a great,deal of explaining may be.Jequired.,Hesearcher may be

,

irritated by.teaChers! preoccupation with the d'etails of Sroom,management,
_ , ,

instructional materials and the4ersanaiities of 'specific Students. perceptions

of which research questions should have priority may be vastly different.

It Seems important, then, conSider how- the research. program. can bd

organized to'facilitate collaborations._ Following ?the principles of propleth-

orientation,,eciecticism4 and comprehensiVeness would all, we believe, contribute

to teaCherresearcher collaboration, by encouraging researchers. to tak:more
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-account of classroom conditions, to `realize that existing theories generally

account. poorly 'for classroom phenomena, and to value the personal knowing of

teachers as a-vital source. of information.

At. a more mundane level, teacher-researcher coMmunication, if not cone-

boration, can be encouraged in the design of the research organization's physical

y _

plant; The heart'of the KEEP plant is a .classroom building with an observation

deck and aA.Orge staff room. Surrounding the classroom building are 'smaller

buildiAgs whichinovide offide space Or both teachers and reSearchers. The

classrooth building, which houses' the'laboratory school,

convergence

'serves as a point of.

for teachers and researchers. Many opportunities for' informal
A

contact occur in the staff room, which serves both as work area lyld lounge.

Researchers may'look into classroomi from thelObservation deck without'inter--

tering in the instructional proceis. In thiS way' they can track classroom everits

'unobtrusively and later talk:to teachers about'what they have seen

The obligatiorito collaborate can

Aescriptions

to a certain extent, beWritten into job

learningResearchers at. KEEP feel more directly responsible for the

of students in thelaboratory,School and field sites because student achievement

partly a function of ,researcher.'dec%sions about what, the current pool_ of

Teachers'at the KEEP. laboratory-school realize that

their jobs,

prograM elements should be;

cooperation with researchers is an :integral part of Working.

committees assigned to develop or improve specific program elements, such as the

'reading or kindergarten curriculai.include both'teachers aneLresearchers. There'

is-general acknowledgMent that teachers and researchers are in partnership to

achieve a common. pOrpose,.the climax program,-

Different models of teacher-researcher collaboration are possible. Examples

of intensive and relatively long-terM collaboration are .described by Florio.and

Walsh (in press) and Smith and Geoffrey ( 1968). In these cases, although other
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researchers may have been involved more peripherally, investigations were

basically carried out by an individual researcher working'with an individual.

teacher. The model seen in the development.of the KEEP reading prograi involved a

group of researchers working.With a group of teachera (with some crossover of

individuals from teacher to researcher roles), although individual alliances were

formed from time to time.. Solutions to the problem of what an effective reading
4

cprriculum would look like were'siMultaneously,sought in two arenas. ClassroOth

teachers and-reading'specialists attempted to identify and refine practices which

seemed to work with disadvantaged Hawaiian students, and, esearchers, conducting

studies both.in and out of the classroom, tried to pinpoint variables affecting

thwatudents, learning to read. Although by no means perfectly.synchronized, the,

cumulative efforts od-,teachersand researchers, produced a reading program which
. ,

has Consistently over the past four yearashown superior results (Tharp; Note 2i

Klein, Note 7).

If both 'teachers And researchers are problem-oriented, directing their-
,

efforts toward development of theclimax program, then they are set apart only by

their,roies in the inquiry process, not by'the fact of their paiticipation or non-
A

participation in the process. Tharp and Gallimore (1979) divide ways of knowing,

the dev eloping 'program into four categories: 1) experimentation, t. 2)

qualitative/personal knowing, 3) data guidance, and 4) program evaluation. In the

/development of the KEEP reading program, the personal knowing of classroom

teachers was critical,.for example, in the decision to change the emphasis in the

curriculum. from phonics' to comprehension. Teachers, with their more intimate

knowledge of classroom conditions, may figure itpo*antly in hypothesis

generation, althOugh hypothesis testing will largely be left to researphers.

The future of teacher-researcher collaboration at KEEP is bright because the

personal knowing of teachers has been showmto be a rich source of ideaS, offering.
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attimes a convergence between classroom practice and- theory which was not.

first. evident to researchers. An example mentioned earlier was the evolution of

talk-Atory-like, reading lessons. 'Another example was the of the

experience-text-relationship (ETR) teaching Strategy, recurrently found in

reading comprehension lessons given by the KEEP teachers (Au, 1979). The success

Of this strategy, which. involves helping childrerr-t,o comprehend text by invoking.
1

their background knowledge-of the topic, is consistent with the tenets of schema

theory, although this realization emerged only after the fact.

5. Continued inquiry

We advocate continued inquiry as a principle of research programs in the

early education of Hawaiian children in keeping with Tharp and Gallimore's 0979)

.recommendation selection pressures from all forMs of knowing be maintained on
, . .

. .

. .

.
. .

. :
.

the,appropriate elements, until the climax .program reveals' itself. According to

. -

these authOrs,:becauSe the climax.program cannot, be known in adVance evaluation

and selection pressures on the surviving program elements must continue until the

oombinatiOn proves a stable one. Before this happens we cannot conclude that the

final _stage in program development has been reached. The process isfevolutionary

and can be orchestrated only imperfectly. While potentially responsive to changes

in social, ecOnomic, And political conditions, rapid or drastic changes may block

.attainment Of theclimax program, as Tharpcand Gillimore point out.
ti

We :take continued inquiry over a considerable period of time to be the.

inevitable end product of problem-orientation, eclecticism, comprehensiveness,

and teacher-researcher collaboration. All of these lead us away from, pat answers,

toward more and more sophisticated questions; and eventually closer to the cliMax

-program but we shoUld anticipate that progress will be slow. Even.After ten

years, researchers. at KEEP find new questions about the education of 5`to 8- .year

ad:Hawaiian children greeting them at every turn: We can guessthat research

1 triv
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with children younger still, :in age, range from birth to five, will be even

more difficult. Only recently has the behavior of very young children been the

object of much systematic Study, in either psychology or linguistics, and measure-

ment is already known to pose SpecialOrohlemse-g., a typical finding is that
#

test results lack reiiabglityand in any case .are not highly, correlated with

school success)..

Summary and conclusions .

Research' programsimthe early education of Hawaiian children should be

geared toward develoPment.hroliMax programs, stable associations of Program

:elements which meetHiesired'ISOcial &els. In:thiscontext, attention must'be

given to to principles which .should guide the research"process, and not only to areas

of research. The following research principles were advocated: 1).problem-
-,

orientation,_ as contrasted with discipline - orientation; 2). eclecticism, both,

theoretical and methodologidal; pcomprehensienees, or the willingness. to

explore a wide range of issues, especially in searching for learning strengths; 4)

teacher-researcher collaboratiOn? ' .and.-5) continued inquiry, the'Dnly means to
. .

- ,

arrive at the climax program, or tOknow that the final stage.in program develop-.
.

ment haS been reached. These principles were' explicated with examples from the
.

i

Kamehameha Early Education Program (KEEP).

There.may.well be a number of str ctural. permutations for comprehensive,

,

research programs inthe earlyeduCation.ctf. awaiian children, a 1 consistent with

these five principles.- For example, pOssible.to- fund' investigators to

conduct individual stu at different ,ate invOlving.diffl'ent institutions,

, 1 . .

with the. results still tying in closelYto. development of. the .climax program?
i, .'.

_
,

This and Other forms of organiiation are. researchable topics i theMselves: But

because the KEEP model. (basically single-site single institution) is .known to
. .

yield positive resultev it merits special and perhaps primaryiconsideration.

1
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The principles we have recommended for research on the early. education of

Hawaiian children implicates an inquiry proce6s with the following apparent dis-

- advantages: it iscostly, it is slow, and it appears vague. In our opinion these

are, simply facts of life in education.kl research with young Hawaiian children. We

would not wish to spend less and end with a program no more effective than any

other, or to move faster and end wit out ppreciating the many abilities of

Hawaiian children, or to appear certain .whenab ut to reach the wrong cOnclUsions.

Given time,.following the research principles advocated here would probablydead

.
to the development of other ,programs -effective with young Hawaiian children.

There does not seem to be an easier way.

00

/ 4
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